The links (located in the “box” on the upper right part of the page) connect you to more library pages (and more resources). They’re especially nice if you need help or want to do a “more focused” search!

- Home (Library)
- Databases by Program
- Facilities Staff & Services
- Free Web Resources
- Online Library Resources
- Research Help

The “Quick Search” boxes and A-Z List at the center of the page let you do “basic” searches right from the Library’s Home Page!

The “Catalog Search” tells you where Books, AV, magazines and journals in the library’s physical collection are located. It links to many online publications but does not look for specific articles or book chapters.

Note Call Numbers and locations

The “Article Quick Search” locates magazine and journal articles in the library’s most popular online databases. It’s a great place to get started. It won’t give you the same control that’s available with some of the library’s other tools.
Finding materials from the NTC Library Home Page

Use the A-Z (Browse) list to quickly locate a particular magazine or journal by its title. Then “drill down” to the actual articles (by issue date).